Zola Baguette Bag
Designed by
FEATURING

GATHER YOUR SUPPLIES
3 yards
double fold
binding
feature fabric
¾ yard
26139 C

lining fabric
¾ yard
26140 N

LET's DO THIS!
1 Print off and tape together pattern pieces. The end should just touch or slightly

overlap depending on your printer setting. This is not something to get crazy about,
it is a shopping bag not a wedding dress. If there is a small gap, just fill in the line and
keep on moving.
2 You can make this bag one of two ways, with the extension or without... the photo

shows it with the extension giving it the extra depth and useful nature – thus the
name! Cutting the extension in contrasting fabric adds a nice pop to the bag.
3 Making sure to place the pattern ON THE FOLD as indicated, cut out two of feature

fabric and two from the lining fabric. If doing the extended bag cut two of the
extension panels for each the feature and lining fabric.
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4 If using the extension, sew to each layer of bag as needed and press open.

SEW TOGEther
front/bACK
feaTure
And Lining

5 Take the two front pieces and sew them together starting at the bottom edge of

the handle... down the side, across the bottom and up the other side to the bottom
of then handle. Do this for both the feature and the lining. Trim excess fabric with
pinking shears and turn feature fabric bag right side out but leave lining bag wrong
side out.

SEW

PINKING

6 Fit lining of bag down inside of outer bag and match the corners and the upper

seams at edges. Pin or track stitch to hold in place.

7 At this point things might not match up exactly but DO NOT WORRY. Pin handles

together and then trim to match – Again this is not brain surgery! After trimming,
stitch all around raw edges to hold in place… stitch quite close to the edge just
catching both sides.
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8 Again, trim to neaten edges if necessary.
9 Connect handle tops together by fold top edge so raw edge of one handle is fold

into fold of opposite handle… confusing I know… look at the diagram… it will all make
sense. Stitch these with two rows of triple stitch or other strong stitch since this
seam will take a lot of weight of the bag.
OR
raw edge FOLD
HANDLE

STITCH
HANDLE

STITCH

RAw eDge FOLD

10 Finish all raw edges with double fold bias binding. Use a plentiful zig-zag stitch if you

worry about catching both sides in one go around!
11 Optional – to box out the bottom of the bag fold out a 1 inch triangle from each end,

stitch along the edge and then fold up to the side of the bag and catch by hand stitching.

BAg SiDE Seam

FOLD & STITCH
THEN FOLD THIS Corner
Up & Stitch to Bag

Bag Center

ADJOIN ends

bAG SIDE

FOLD
BAG CENTER

ADJOIN paper ends
& Tape Together

Cut 2 of
feature fabric
Cut 2 of
lining fabric

8.5"

11"

Add 8.5" x 6" piece
to bottom
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DISCARD THIS HALF... BUT ONLY after checking out INK & ARROW FABRICS!

Look for ZoLA
AND other greaT
JuneBee collectioNs
8.5"
11" Zola
iN YOuR
LoCAl quilt sHop
todAY! Add 8.5" x 6" piece
inkandarrowfabrics.com

to bottom

